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DIGITAL VIDEO

The Leading
2D Animation Software
for Feature Films, Video, 
Multimedia and Web 
Animations
Capture the emotive quality of hand-drawn 
art, then fast forward through tedious and 
time-consuming steps like ink and paint, 
compositing and special FX editing.

Configure It to 
Meet Your Needs

Its modular system approach 
allows you to tailor any 

combination of Scan, Inknpaint, 
Animate and Rendering licenses to 
suit your production requirements.
Windows NT, Windows 2000, SGI 

IRIX and Linux cross-platform 
support gives you the option to 

choose the combination of 
hardware that best fits your 
creative and financial needs.

You can share work with other 
studios without worrying about 

compatibility because of the wide 
range of supported input and 

output file formats.

Integration with LineTest, 
Avid|DS, Softimage|XSI and 
Softimage|3D

l	LineTest performs a quick and 
accurate pencil test, grabbing 
images from the video camera and 
saving them in an exposure sheet 
immediately reusable in Toonz.

l Toonz DS Plug-in recreates the 
Toonz 2D working environment in 
Avid|DS, thus allowing a total 
integration between cartoons and 
live action.

l	Toonz 3D Export Plug-in 
exports camera data directly from 
Softimage|XSI or Softimage|3D to 
a Toonz xsheet.

l Windows XP platform 
supported.
l Linux 7.2 and 7.3 platform 
supported.
l New scanners supported in 
native mode.
l Levels and images retain ink 
line color when exported in 
Macromedia Flash format. 
l Multiple selection available 
for Pins and Hooks for an 
easier management of textures 
and reference points.
l Keyboard arrows shortcuts 
for calibrating the Pins and 
Hooks position.
l Vectorization on the fly of 
Toonz levels when exporting to 
Flash from Xsheet. 
l Option to export to Flash the 
Xsheet columns as separate 
layers.
l Avi format output supported  
both from the Preview window 
and in the final rendering. 
l PNG format supported as 
input and output.
l New FXs added: Calligraphic, 
ArtContour, Tile, Blend TZ and 
Blend RGB.
l Calligraphic FX to control the 
line thickness of Toonz images.
l ArtContour FX to apply a 
pattern to the line of Toonz 
images for achieving hair or 
fur-like effect.

l Tile FX to tile an image and 
create a pattern that will 
always fill the camera shot.
l Blend FX to create smooth 
shading of colored areas of 
both Toonz and full-color 
images.
l The soundtrack can be used 
to drive channel values, e.g. to 
move the camera to the 
rhythm of the music.
l Option available to create 
aliasing along the edge of 
images when rendering in 
Multimedia mode.
l Automatic clapboard with 
Production, Scene and 
Animator information when 
rendering an xsheet.

DIGITAL VIDEO S.R.L. 
Toonz R&D Company
Via Sante Bargellini, 4
00157 Roma (Italy)
Fax: +39 06.43.36.20.22
E-mail: company@toonz.com

© DIGITAL VIDEO S.R.L. - All rights reserved.
Toonz is a trademark of DIGITAL VIDEO S.R.L.

Windows NT/2000/XP Platform
l Workstation with Intel Pentium II or higher processor
l Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000 or Windows XP
l 128 MB RAM minimum
l 65536 color or higher graphics board display supported
l SCSI and Ethernet ports

IRIX Platform
l Any SGI workstation
l IRIX 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5
l CPU: MIPS R4000, R4400, R4600, R5000, R10000, 
R12000
l 96 MB RAM minimum for video, 128 MB RAM minimum 
for film
l Any Graphics (24-bit)

Linux Platform
l Workstation with Intel Pentium II or higher processor
l Red Hat Linux 7.2, 7.3 
l 128 MB RAM minimum
l 65536 color graphics board display supported

Updated information are available in the Toonz Web site at www.toonz.com 

 

Toonz directly supports a series of scanners: visit the 

Toonz Web site at www.toonz.com for a full and 

updated list. Any other scanner is supported via 

TWAIN drivers.
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DEALER'S LABEL HERE

Macromedia, Flash, and Macromedia Flash are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of Macromedia Inc. in the United States 
and internationally.
QuickTime and the QuickTime logo are trademarks used under license. 
The QuickTime logo is registered in the U.S. and other countries.

www.toonz.com

New in 4.6
General
l	Easy to learn: thanks to a friendly GUI, animators 
can become productive immediately.
l	Floating license scheme and highly configurable. 
l	Wide range of input/output formats supported 
and free SDK for developers.
l	Windows NT/2000/XP, Linux and IRIX 
cross-platform support. 

Scan
l	Directly supports a range of scanners, and any 
scanner via TWAIN drivers.
l	Quick scanning via scanner paper-feeder with 
automatic auto-center during the Cleanup process.
l	Multi-center drawings scanning, with no limit to 
the paper horizontal size, with automatic tiling 
during the Cleanup process. 

Cleanup
l	Auto-center feature to correct drawings position 
using the peg-holes information.
l	Mirror and rotate options to handle shadows and 
large images.   
l	Up to 8 different color inks recognition for each 
level, allowing you to draw directly lines of 
different color on the drawing.
l	Automatic tiling of multi-center drawings.  

Pltedit
l	Create color models, palettes and animated 
palettes for the levels to be painted.
l	Use your own images or animated levels to 
define patterns and textures for palette colors.
l	Edit colors directly working “inside” a rendered 
frame of the final scene, with an immediate visual 
feedback. 
l	No need to repaint or correct each painted 
image: palette changes are automatically applied 
to all level drawings.  
l	Studio Palette with unlimited number of pages 
and colors to store your production palettes.

Inknpaint
l	Use automatic tools to paint quickly and 
effectively your animated levels.
l	Any full-color image supported as color model, 
with automatic palette generation. 
l	File locking system to prevent levels from being 
painted by more than one user at the same time.
l	Matchlines feature to add shadow or highlight 
lines.  
l	Pins feature to animate, scale, rotate and stretch 
patterns and textures.

l	Hooks feature to track an image to a specific 
animated point of another image, or keep a 
character from “skating” on the ground.
l	Patches feature to split the animated level into 
different z-planes that can be hidden/shown in the 
exposure sheet.
l	Fast vectorization tool to produce Web-ready 
Toonz animated levels and frames in Macromedia 
Flash format.  

Xsheet
l	Familiar exposure-sheet interface, that includes 
the Camera Stand view where images, table, 
camera and auxiliary pegbars are displayed as in 
the traditional rostrum camera.
l	Edit the exposure sheet effectively with 
spreadsheet-like editing tools, context sensitive 
menus, and customizable keyboard shortcuts.
l	Access to the Scan, Inknpaint and Pltedit 
modules to follow an xsheet-driven production 
work-flow.
l	Avoid any incompatibility with third-party 
software hanks of the wide range of supported 
input and output file formats.
l	Easily define complex movements by using linked 
pegbars, or mathematical expressions to create 
effects like shaking, waving or pulsing. 
l	Control the speed of the movement you defined 
by editing the graph related to that movement.   
l	Create multiplane effect in the standard camera 
stand view, by defining pegbars position between 
the camera and table.
l	Wide range of FX available, with custom FX 
presets, and the possibility to add the Scintillæ 
plug-in that includes a 2D particle generator 
engine.
l	Fast preview in full color matching exactly with 
the final render, and in black and white or 
greytones for quick animation tests. 
l	Save the images rendered in preview as movies 
or as series of frames in the selected format. 
l	Deliver Web-ready animation while following the 
traditional work-flow, exporting a vector-based 
version of the current scene in Macromedia Flash 
format. 
l	Pull-down tool to change the frame rate of the 
scene.

Batch Rendering
l	Execute in batch lists automated tasks like scene 
rendering, Cleanup processing and scripts. 
l	Use extra features (e.g. gamma correction, 
inserting scripts, aliasing the levels) at rendering 
time.
l	Wizard tool to scan section of the file system and 
prepare rendering batch lists.

Main  Features

An Xsheet-driven Digital 
Ink and Paint Program
With Toonz animators can input and paint 
pencil drawings; perform pencil tests; 
compose, move and animate cels over 
backgrounds according to the xsheet; move 
the camera and table; add special FX and 
record composited sequences.



Free your creativity by using unlimited levels on 
unlimited pegbars, over an unlimited number of 
frames, without any loss of quality.

Scan drawings and 
backgrounds keeping the 
artistic style, the nuances 
and the original brush 
strokes. 

Scan
Scans B&W, greytones and color 
hand-drawn pencil-keys and inbetweens as 
well as backgrounds.

Cleanup
Autocenters and adds antialias to the 
images. The automatic line balancing 
system averages the line and equalizes the 
entire level, while the Autoclose feature 
closes leaks in the drawing's lines to avoid 
color flooding in Inknpaint.

Input

Paint

Keep cel colors consistent and no 
longer grayed down because of the 
lack of true transparency.

Inknpaint
Colors and edits scanned-in pencil drawings 
thanks to a large variety of automatic, 
semi-automatic and manual tools. 
Special FX, such as patterns, textures and 
blend, can be applied to each color.
Drawings and levels can be vectorized and 
exported to Flash, or used for a Web-ready 
animation.

Pltedit
Prepares the reference images or color 
models. Palettes can be created 
interactively with characters in their final 
scene with the backgrounds, overlays, 
underlays, transformations and special 
effects in place. Multi palettes can also be 
made for interpolated color changes.

Merge Reference/Merge Palette
Create reference images and/or palettes, 
merging two or more source levels.

Mattedit
Edits the alpha channel of full color images, 
thus allowing you to create overlays and 
masks.

Compose

Xsheet
Using a familiar interface and 
traditional-style camera tools, it allows you 
to scale images, rotate objects or create 
complex movements. 
Multiplane is available for greater depth of 
field in 2D, including defining explicit Z 
values for pegbars. 
You can add dissolves, blurs, blends, fades 
and other special FX, including automatic 
shadow creation and lighting effects.
Xsheets can be nested, thus allowing you to 
create a library of subxsheets to be used 
again in different productions.

And if a Web-ready animation is needed,
you can export a vector based version of 
your scene as a .swf Flash file. 

Batches
Renders the final images. Extra features 
(such as Gamma correction, inserting 
scripts, aliasing the levels) can be used if 
required . It also processes Cleanup and 
Bgtiler files. All the tasks can be performed 
as either background or foreground 
processes. 

CASM
It is the Toonz render engine, one of the 
fastest on the market. It divides the work 
amongst all available CPUs, thus increasing 
the render speed without requiring 
additional licenses.

Audio
Records and edits audio tracks, providing 
the necessary guide for voice and music 
synchronization.

Rec
Controls the networked output device or a 
SCSI connected DDR for recording the 
finished animation.

> Toonz keeps 
the work flow of traditional animation 
and further more, 
it provides a flexible and expandable interface 
to realize our ideas <
(Sandor Toreki - Varga Holdings)

Utilities
Provides tools for converting files to 
different formats thus making the import 
and export of images in and from Toonz 
easier. Features to create matte channels 
and to change the frame rate of the 
animation are also available.

Bgtiler
Puts together separately scanned, 
unpainted, painted or full color images 
(tiles) to produce larger images.

Flip
Allows the playback of animation in real 
time in several modes, such as full color, 
8/16 bit, greytones or black and white. 
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Toonz & 
Macromedia® Flash™
l	Toonz Levels & Drawings 
can be produced in the standard 
way and then vectorized and 
saved as .swf files.

l Toonz Exposure Sheet can 
be created in the usual way, then 
exported as a whole, or in 
separated layers, to Flash.

l	Toonz Levels can be also 
animated in Xsheet and 
rendered, in order to import in 
Flash an animated level different 
from the base one.

Get Flashed

Deliver animation that is ready to go on the Web 
working with Toonz as you're used to, thanks to the 
Flash format output.

Export with a Single Command
Create an xsheet using the familiar 
interface: load images, use the camera 
stand to move objects, apply FX; then, with 
a single command, vectorize Toonz levels 
and export the scene to Flash. 
This version will preserve all the camera, 
table and pegbars movements, including 
advanced features such as multiplane 
movement and subxsheets, and the special 
FX supported by Flash. And xsheet columns 
can be exported as separated layers as well, 
for an easier editing in Flash.

A Powerful Vector Editing Tool
Create Toonz levels in the usual way; then, 
thanks to a quick and powerful vectorization 
tool embedded in Inknpaint, vectorize them 
preserving the hand-drawn look and the full 
color palette. Then export levels, or single 
frames, directly to the Web.

Toonz Flash Viewer
No need to go back and forth between 
Toonz and your Web browser: a Flash 
viewer is available within Toonz, and most of 
all, on all platforms (IRIX and Linux 
included).
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Above  you can see aframe of a Toonz 
rendered animation; below, its vector-based 
counterpart.
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